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INTRODUCTION 
In this Note we give a characterization of all possible scattering 
operators occurring in the abstract framework developed in [4], 
answering thus a question kindly raised to us by Professor R. S. 
Phillips. To this purpose we first “discretize” the Lax-Phillips 
framework (Sect. 2). Then using the geometrical entities, introduced 
in the study of the unitary dilation of a contraction (see for instance 
[5, Chap. II]), we give a geometrical interpretation of the scattering 
operator (Sect. 3). The study of this interpretation (Sect. 4), translated 
in analytical terms leads to a characterization of the scattering 
operators (Sects. 5, 6). Finally we illustrate this characterization for 
the scalar case (Sect. 7). 
1. THE LAX-PHILLIPS ABSTRACT FRAMEWORK 
1.1. In developing the scattering theory for dissipative hyperbolic 
systems, Lax and Phillips considered in [4] the following abstract 
framework for (nonconservative) scattering theory. 
There are given: 
(i) two (strongly continuous) groups of unitary operators 
U*(t) (t E Cw) acting on the Hilbert spaces EJ* and two distinguished 
subspaces (i.e., closed linear submanifolds) D, C H* satisfying the 
following properties. 
* This research was done while the author was a Fulbright lecturer at New York 
University and a visiting scholar of Stanford University and Indiana University. 
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(il) u*(t) h C k (t E SQ,), 
w nt.*Fi+ U*(t) D* = @I7 
(3 Vto~ u+(t) D, = ff, ; 
(j) a (strongly continuous) semigroup of contractions T(t) 
(t E R,) acting on a Hilbert space H containing D, and satisfying 
the following conditions. 
(jl) T(t)/D+ = u+(t)/D+ * T(r)*/D- = U-(--t)/& (t E R,) 
(here, as in the sequel, X/x denotes the restriction of the operator X 
to the subspace % of the space on which X acts); 
(j2) PfQD+T(t) --+ 0, PiOD-T(t)* -+ 0 strongly, for t -+ co 
(here, as in the sequel, P zx denotes the orthogonal projection of the 
Hilbert space 2 onto its subspace 3). 
Under the preceding conditions, Lax and Phillips show (see [4, 
Part I, Sect. 11) that the wave operators 
W- = stro;Elim U-(t) P,H-T(t)*, 
W+ = stroE%lim U+(--t) PD”,T(t) 
(1.1.1) 
exist and, consequently, their scattering operator S is defined by 
s = w+w-*. (1.1.2) 
(Actually the original definition is slightly different, but leads to the 
same scattering operator.) 
1.2. Let U(t) (t E IR) be th e minimal unitary dilation of T(t) 
(t E R,), that is, a strongly continuous group of unitary operators 
acting on a Hilbert space K, containing H as a subspace and such that 
T(t) = P&?qt)/H (t E R+>, (1.2.1) 
K = v U(t) H (1.2.2) 
tER 
(see [5, Chapt. I, no. 8.21). We can plainly identify H* with 
J( U(t) D* 
in such a way that U+(t) coincides with 
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(for all t E OX). Thus we can suppose that 
& = V U(t) DA , 
teOB 
(1.2.3) 
U*(t) = U(t)/H* (t E R). 
With this identification, using property (j2) we can easily infer that 
W- = stro:_g_lim U(t) T(t)*, 
W+ = stroE%lim U(--t) T(t), 
(1.2.4) 
where W, are considered as operators from H to H+, 
2. THE DISCRETE FORM OF THE FRAMEWORK 
2.1. Let T(t) (t ER+) b e a (strongly continuous) semigroup of 
contractions on a Hilbert space H and let T be its cogenerator (see 
for instance [5, Chap. III, no. 81). 
For a subspace D C H consider the following statements. 
(il) T(t)D C D (t E R,), 
(i2) T(t)/D is an isometry (t E R,), 
63) niER, T(w) = {O), 
(i4 %a, T(t) 3 0 strongly for t 3 co, 
and 
(jl) TDCD, 
(j2) T/D is an isometry, 
W nnEz+ TnD = K& 
(j4) PgODTn ---f 0 strongly for n -+ zz. 
LEMMA 1. The following equivalences hold. 
(iI) + Cl), 
(il) & (i2) -+ (jl) & (j2), 
(il) & (i2) & (i3) 0 (jl) & (j2) & (j3), 
(il) & (i4) * (jl) 86 (j4). 
(2.1.1) 
(2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 
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Proof. Let 
e,(h) = exp[@ + I)@ - 111 (I A I < 1, t 3 0) 
and 
y$(X) = (A - 1 + s)(X - 1 - s)-1 (I x I < 1, s 3 0). 
Then (see [5, Chap. III, Theorem 8.11) 
T(t) = e,(T) = stro;::m e&T) (t 3 0). 
T = stro,fm v,(G(s)). 
(2.1.5) 
This formula establishes (2.1.1), i.e., that a subspace D C H is 
invariant under T if and only if it is invariant under any T(t) (t E R,). 
Let us suppose from now on that D enjoys the property (il) (or (jl)). 
Then T/D is the cogenerator of T(t)/D (t E R,). By virtue of 15, 
Chap. III, Proposition 9.21, T/D is an isometry if and only if any 
T(OlD (t E R+> is an isometry, thus (2.1.2) is also verified. Let now 
assume that (il) & (i2) (or (jl) & (j2)) holds. Then it is easy to infer 
from the Wold decomposition for T/D that (i3) and (j3) are equivalent 
(see for instance [5, Chap. III, no. 9.31); thus (2.1.3) is also valid. 
Concerning (2.1.4), let us assume that D satisfies property (il) or 
(equivalently) (jl). Th en with respect to the decomposition H = 
D @ (H @ D) the operators T and T(t) (t E R,) will have the matrix 
form 
It is easy to check that T,(t) (t E R,) is a semigroup of contraction 
operators on H 0 D, the cogenerator of which is T, . Also it is easy 
to verify that (j4) means that Tin + 0 strongly for n -+ 00, while (i4) 
means that T,(t) + 0 strongly for t 4 co. Since Tl is the cogenerator 
of T,(t) (t E R,), the last convergence holds if and only if Tin- + 0 
strongly for n -+ co (see again [5, Chap. III, Proposition 9.11). Thus 
(2.1.4) is also verified. 
2.2. Let U(t) (t E [w) on K be the minimal unitary dilation of 
T(t) (t E R+) and let U be the cogenerator of U(t) (t E [w). Then U is 
the minimal unitary dilation of T (see [5, Chap. III, no. 9.1]), that is, 
T” = PHKIJ”IH (n E Z+), 
K = i/ U”H. 
7LE.z 
(2.2.1) 
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Moreover we also have (see [5, Chap. III, Proposition 9.11) 
strong lim VT** = strong lim F(t) T(t)*, 
n-tm n-a, 
strong lim 7PTn = strong lim U(--t) T(t). 
n+m n-tm 
(2.2.2) 
LEMMA 2. Let D C H be a subspace njoying properties (il), (i2), 
and (i3). Then 
)” U(t) D = i/ U”D. (2.2.3) 
7EZ 
Proof By virtue of Lemma 1, D also enjoys the properties (jl), 
(P), and W. By virtue of these properties 
V u(t) D> resp. v UnD 
tstQ 12EZ 
are the minimal subspaces of K containing D and reducing U(t) 
(t E R), resp. U. However a subspace of K reduces U if and only if it 
reduces all U(t) (t E R), whence (2.2.3). 
2.3. By virtue of Sections 2.1 and 2.2 and Lemmas 1 and 2, it is 
plain that if in the Lax-Phillips framework (given in Sect. l), we 
consider the cogenerators U and T of U(t) (t E R), resp. T(t) (t E R,), 
then we arrive at the following completely equivalent framework. 
There is given a contraction T on a Hilbert space H and two 
distinguished subspaces D, C H such that 
(hl) TD+CD+, T*D-CD-, 
(h2) T/D+ and T*/D- are isometries, 
(h3) n?Ez+ TnD+ = (0) = n,,,, T*“D- , 
(h4) PgoD+T’” -+ 0, PgOD-T*n ---f 0 strongly for n -+ co. 
Let U on K be the minimal unitary dilation of T. Let 
Hi = v UnD+ (2.3.1) 
7EZ 
and define IV, as the operators from H to H* by the formula 
W- = strong lim U”T*n, 
n-m 
W, = strong lim U-“Tn. 
ntm 
(2.3.2) 
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Then, by definition, the scattering operator is the contraction 
operator from H- to H+ given by 
s = w+w-*. (2.3.3) 
In the sequel we shall study S only in this framework, which will 
be called the discrete Lax-Phillips framework. 
3. GEOMETRICAL INTERPRETATION OF THE SCATTERING OPERATOR 
3.1. Let T be a contraction operator on H and let U on K be its 
minimal unitary dilation. A subspace P C K is called wandering if 
U”P I P (n E z\KW 
For a wandering space P we shall use the notations 
M+(P) = v lJ”P 
na+ 
(= ij unf$ 
M(P) = v VP 
lzez 
(= 6 VP). 
n=-cc 
In [5, Chap. II, nos. 1 and 21 it is shown that 
L = ((U- T)H) and L, = ((I - UT*) H) (3.1.1) 
are wandering spaces and 
K+ $f v U”H = M+(L,) @R 
VEZ+ 
where 
= H 0 M+(L), (3.1.2) 
R = fi UnK+ ; 
?ZEZ+ 
also it is shown there that for 
U, = U/K+ 
the following relations hold. 
(3.1.3) 
and 
P2U+ = TP,K+, T* = U+*/H, (3.1.4) 
P2 = strong lim U+“Up, P>/H = strong lim U+nT*n. (3.1.5) 
n+m n-a, 
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LEMMA 3. Let D, be a subspace of H enjoying with respect to T* 
(instead of T) the properties (jl), (j2), and (j3) of Lemma 1. Then D, 
enjoys with respect to T* (instead of T) the supplementary condition 
(j4) if and only if 
R = H, zi v UnD* . (3.1.6) 
%EZ 
Proof. Let us first remark that, since D, and T* enjoy the 
properties (jl), (j2), and (j3) in Lemma 1, we have 
tF/D, = U+*lD, = T*lD, (3.1.7) 
because for d E D, we have (using (jl), (j2) in Lemma 1 and (3.1.4)) 
j/ d/I = I/ T*d /I = /I U+*d Ij = 11 PHKU-ld /I < II U-ld 11 = jl d I/ so that 
U+*d = T*d = PHKU-ld = U-Id. From (3.1.7) it is readily seen 
that 
H, = v UnD, . (3.1.8) 
VEZ+ 
Now, let us assume that D, and T* also enjoy the property (j4). 
Then by (3.1.4) and (3.1.5) we will have, for any h E H, 
P2h = strong lim lJ+“U,*“h = strong lim U+“T*nh 
la-am n+cc 
= strong lim VP; T*nh, - n-am 
whence 
P2HCH,. 
On the other hand by its definition in (3.1.6), H, reduces U, while 
by (3.1.8), H, C K+ ; thus 
H, = n U”H,C n U”K+ =R. 
WZ+ FEZ+ 
We can thus conclude that R @ H, is reducing U+ and is orthogonal 
to H. Consequently K+ 0 (R 0 H,) is invariant under U+ and 
contains H, so that, by (3.1.2), it must coincide with K+ . This means 
R 0 H, = {0), i.e., R = H, . 
Conversely, let us suppose that (3.1.6) holds. Then by virtue of 
(3.1.7) we have 
U(RQD,)CRQD, 
(obviously) and 
$ U”(R 0 D,) = KQ. (3.1.9) 
+ 
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Indeed if k = U”r, , where n E 2, and r, E R 0 D, , then (k, UV) = 
(1;2 , d) = 0 for any d E D, , so that we can infer that 
n U”(R OD,) L Urn4 (mu&), 
?lEZ+ 
which yields (3.1.9) by virtue of (3.1.8). Thus if V denotes the 
restriction of U (or U+) to the space 
K+ 0 D, = M+(L) 0 (R 0 D*>, 
then (3.1.9) implies that V is a unilateral shift, hence 
V*n + 0 strongly, for n--t co. 
The result is 
pK+- u*n = v*npK+- 
K+Oo* + Kc+~D* + 0 strongly? for n-+ co. 
Consequently, for h E H, we will have 
II P~,,*T*“h I/ = Ii P&,tu;“nh II d II f’2en.U:“h II --t 0 
for n -+ 03, i.e., D, and T* enjoy (j4) in Lemma 1. 
3.2. Let us also introduce the subspace R, of K corresponding 
to R in case we replace T and 7J by T* and U* = U-l respectively. 
Actually we have (see [5, Chap. II, nos. 1 and 21) 
R = K 0 ll!l(L*), R, = K 0 M(L). (3.2.1) 
PROPOSITION 1. In the discrete Lax-Phillips framework, the wave 
operators W+ and W- are 
W, = P:,Iff, W- = PRK/H (3.2.2) 
as operators from H to R, , resp. R. Moreover, the scattering operator 
S is 
S = P;JR, (3.2.3) 
as operator from R to R, . 
Proof. It is clear that the assertion about W, can be obtained 
from that about W- by changing T and U with T* and U* = U-l. 
Concerning W- we note that by (2.3.2), (3.1.4), and (3.1.5), we have 
W-h = strong lim U”T*“h = strong lim 7J+nUyh = PRKh (h E ff); 
n-co n+m 
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moreover, in virtue of Lemma 3 applied to D, = D- , we have 
H- = R (and analogously H+ = R,). (3.2.4) 
Thus W- = P,K/H as an operator from H to R. 
A further result is 
We* = PHKIR 
(as an operator from R to H), whence 
S = P;eP,KIR (3.2.5) 
as an operator from R to R.+ . But R C K+ , H C K+ , hence 
P,X/R = P&+/R and consequently, by (3.1.2), 
(I - PHK)/R = (I - P2)/R = P2+(JR. 
Therefore, since 
% I M(L) 3 m+(L), 
we have 
P;JI - PHK)/R = P;*P$+(,,jR = 0. 
We can thus infer (3.2.3) readily from (3.2.5). 
4. GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES 
4.1. We shall continue the geometrical study of the discrete 
Lax-Phillips framework, along the lines of the preceding paragraph. 
PROPOSITION 2. In the discrete Lax-Phillips framework there 
exist two wandering subspaces P and P, of K such that 
(R v R.+) 0 R, = M(P) C l&T/), 
(R v R,) 0 R = M(P,) C We,& 
(4.1.1) 
M(L) 0 JW) = WL+J n MC-V = M(L+J 0 W5+J, (4.1.2) 
(R v R,) 0 (R, v D-1 = M+(P)> f%#+(Q, 
R v R, 0 (R v o+> = WP,) 0 M+(P,) 
(4.1.3) 
3 PRKVl?*Pw*) 0 ~+(L*)I, 
WY 0 M+(P) c n/r(L) 0 M+(L), 
Jf+(P*) c I1I,F*), 
(4.1.4) 
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and 
II ~%P*,f%(P,~ II < II G4 II if PK,(P,R # 0. (4.1.5) 
Proof. The relations (4.1.4) are direct consequences of the 
relations (4.1.1) and (4.1.3) while (4.1.5) results easily from (4.1 .l) 
and (4.1.2); moreover the statements (4.1 .l)-(4.1.3) concerning P, 
are precisely the same as for P if we replace T by T*. Therefore it is 
sufficient to prove the statements (4.1 .l)-(4.1.3) concerning P. 
To this purpose, set 
Q = (R v R,) 0 (R, v D-). 
It is plain that UQ C Q and 
Q. ‘kf $ UnQ C Um[(R v R,) 0 (R, v D-)] 
= (R ; R,) 0 (R, v UmD-) 
(4.1.6) 
for any m E Z, ; thus Q0 1 R, and also 
Q,, J- V lJmD-, i.e., Q. I R 
WLEZ, 
(because of (2.3.1) and (3.2.4)). The result is Qs = (01. We can 
conclude that 
Q = M+(P), where P = Q 0 UQ. 
Since Q C (R v R,) @RR, we have 
(R v R,) OR, 3 i,/ UnQ = M(P). 
?lEZ 
On the other hand 
(4.1.7) 
(4.1.8) 
R, i WL> = M+(L) and M+(L) I HI D-3 
whence 
P&M+(L) I R, v D-, i.e., &&+(L)CQ; (4.1.9) 
we can thus infer 
P&M(L) = Pk, v UnM+(L) 
nez 
= Iz U*P,K,,,M+(L) C yzU”Q = M(P). (4-1.10) 
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The relations (4.1.6), (4.1.7), and (4.1.9) obviously yield the relation 
(4.1.3) for P. Concerning (4.1 .l), let us notice that, since 
K = R, @I M(L), 
P&&(L) = P&F+,&W) = f’&v,*,.,,K = (R v K+J 0 R, (4.1.11) 
which together with (4.1.8) and (4.1.10) yield 
(R v R,) 0 R, = M(P). 
Finally, since by (3.2.1), 
K 0 (R v R,) = M(L) n M(L,), 
the relations (4.1.1) and (4.1.11) imply the first relation (4.1.2). 
The proof of the proposition is now completed. 
4.2. Let us denote by 
the restrictions of U to the spaces 
MF), M&L), M(P), MP*h 
respectively; also let us set 
@ = J%dW), 
A = P~dW)> 
B = I/M(P,),l 
2 = P%P,,/W’) 
as operators from 
M(L) to JGL+J~ 
M(L) to M(P), 
M(P*) to MC&)> 
M(P) to M(P,), 
respectively. 
(4.2.1) 
1 By Z we denote the identity operator on the required space; for instance in (4.2.1), 
Z is on K, while the first Z in (4.2.4) IS on M(P), and the second is on M(P,). 
sW19/3-6 
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PROPOSITION 3. In the discrete Lax-Phillips framework the following 
properties hold. 
@M+(L) C I+, AM+(L) C M+(p), BM+(P,) C M+(h), (4.24 
ou, = u,*o, ZlJp = up*z, 
AU, = U,A, BUP, = UL,B, 
(4.2.3) 
AA” =I, B*B = I, (4.2.4) 
ker A = ker Do, ker B* = ker D,, (4.2.5) 
(where D, = (I - O*@)l12, Do* = (I - OO*)1j2) and 
BWA” = .Z (4.2.6) 
Proof. The properties (4.2.3) and (4.2.4) are obvious. Property 
(4.2.2) follows readily from M(L,) 0 M+(L,) 1 K+ 1 M+(L) (see 
(3.1.2) and (3.2.1)), the first relation (4.1.3) and the second relation 
(4.1.4). Moreover, by (4.1.2), we have 
ker A = ker B* = M(L) n M(L,), (4.2.7) 
and also 
I - A*A = P$:;nM~b, , M(L*) I - BB* = PM(L~M(L*). (4.2.8) 
On the other hand 
A* = I/M(P), B* = Pti~,hWzJ 
as operators from M(P) to M(L), resp. M(L,) to M(P,). Therefore 
we will have 
B*@A* = f'$,*,P&~,,,/JV) = P%,,,/W') = z: 
i.e., (4.2.6). 
Concerning (4.2.5), by (4.2.7) it is plain that 
ker A C ker D, , kerB*CkerD@,. 
If k E ker D, C M(L) and if 
P%p,k = P, J%L)nxa$ = m, 
then k = p + m and Ok = PEcL,, p + m. Moreover since 
P L WL,) n J,w) = WL*) 0 WP*) 
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we will have PE,,*,p E M(P,) so that P$(L*Jp = P$(Plj p. Hence, 
from II m II2 + II PK M(P*) P II2 = II @k II2 = II k II2 = II P II2 + II m II2 we 
can infer that 
P = J%P,,PEW’)~W%) J-R v R,, 
whence p = 0, k = m E ker A (by (4.2.7)). This establishes the 
first relation (4.2.5). Th e second can be proved in a similar way. 
5. ANALYTICAL REPRESENTATIONS 
5.1. It is clear that 
R = M(N-), 
R, = M(N+), 
D- = M(N-) OM+(NJ, 
where .iV- = UD-@De, (5.1.1) 
D, = M+(N+), where N+ = D, @ UD, . 
Let 4* denote the Fourier tranformation corresponding to the 
wandering spaces N* (see [5, Chap. V, no. 3]), that is, the unitary 
operators qS+ , resp. d-, from R, , resp. R, to L2(N+), resp. L2(N-), 
intertwining U/R, , resp. U/R, with the multiplication operators 
Mf(t) = eilf(t) (CELL, t E [0, 27r)) on L2(N+), resp. L2(N-), and 
such that 
4+D+ = H2(N+h d-D- = L2(NJ 0 H2(N-), (5.1.2) 
where, for a complex Hilbert space N, L2(N), resp. H2(N), are the 
L2-space, resp. H2-space, of the N-valued functions defined on 
[0,2~) (see [5, Chap. V, no. 11). The operator 4+&S:’ is the multi- 
plication by a (strongly) measurable function Y(t) the values of which 
are contraction operators from N- to N+ (see [5, Chap. V, no. 31). 
Let W be the map from R + R, into 
LX- =L2(N+) @ <DspL2(N-)) (5.1.3) 
(where DY(t) = D gp(t) = (1 - Y(t)*Y(t))li2) defined by 
I,+% = [#+p:&* + 41 0 Ds4u (5.1.4) 
’ From now on, in order to avoid some nonessential technical difficulties, all Hilbert 
spaces will be assumed separable. 
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for k = u.+ + u, u* E R, , u E R. Then 
II W/s II2 = II P,K,(u, + u>ll” + II Dsd-u /I2 
= II P,K,(u* + 411” + II d-u II2 - II 94-u II2 
= II P,K,(u* + a2 + II u II2 - II SJ II2 
= II J%*(u* + UN” + II 24 /I2 - II p,x**u /I2 
= II PRK*(u + u*)ll” + IIV - PC*, 24 II2 
= /I P&k II2 + IlV - PRK*) k II2 
= II k l12; 
thus W can be extended in a unique way to an isometric operator 
from R v R, = (R + R,) into X. Actually W is unitary. Indeed, 
by (5.1.4), we have 
WR, = ++R, 0 (0) = L2(N+) 0 (O), 
WR = @+Su @ Dyc#-u: u E R} = (9% @ Dyv: v ELM}, 
(5.1.5) 
so that 
W(R v R,) = (W(R + R,)) 
= ({(u + 9%) @ D,v: u ELM, v sL2(N-)}) 
= (L2(N+) @ DyL”(iV-)) 
= x-. 
Let us supplement (5.1.5) with the obvious relations 
WD, = H2(N+) 0 &% 
WD- = (9% @ De: v ELM 0 H2(N-)}. 
Relations (5.1.5) and (5.1.6) plainly imply 
(5.1.6) 
WM(P) = W[(R v RR,) 0 R,] = (0) @ (D.yL”(N-)>, 
WM+(P) = W[(R v R,) 0 (R, v D-)] 
(5.1.7) 
= CO} @ [<D.YL’(N-)) 0 <D.v(L”(N) 0 ff2W)))l. 
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Also the relations (5.15) and (5.1.6) imply 
u/‘IMP*) = W[(R ” Ii*> 0 4 
= {(-Dg*w) @ 9*w: w E (Dy*L”(N+))), 
JJww*) 0 M+P*)I = WE@ ” R*) 0 (Ii ” D+)l 
(5.1.8) 
= {(-Dy*w) @ y*w: w E (D,L2(N+)) 
0 <D9*H2(~+)% 
Indeed the second relation (5.1.5) implies 
WM(P*) = {u @v:u EP(N+),v E(D&~(NJ), Y*u + Dyv = O}. 
(51.9) 
If for w E (D,,L2(N+)) we set 
u = -Dyrw and v = Y*w, 
then, because Y(t)*DY~l)* = DY~t)Y(t)*, we have u @ ZI E WM(P,), 
by (5.1.9). Conversely if u @ ZI E WM(P,), then, again by (5.1.9), 
we have YY*u + YD,v = 0; but Y(t) Dsptl) = D,(,,,Y(t), so 
that 
where w = -DYo*u + Yv belongs to (D,,L2(N+)). Also 
v- Y*w =v +Y"Dc+- 9'*9'v=D9%$Dg9'*u=0. 
This achieves the proof of the first relation (5.1.8). Using this relation 
together with the first relation .(5.1.6), we obtain 
WJW’J 0 M+V’dI = WV v 44 0 CR v D+)I 
= {(-Dpw) 0 Y*w: w E (DFJ?(N+)), DYfp*w EP(N+) 0 H2(N+)) 
= {(-DPW) @ Y*w: w E (D+C2(N+)) 0 (D,,H2(iV+))}, 
that is, the second relation (5.1.8). 
5.2. In order to extract through (51.7) and (5.1.8) the analytical 
meaning of Proposition 2, we need the following. 
LEMMA 4. Let A(t) be a (strongly) measurable function (on [0, 2~)) 
such that its values are operators on a Hilbert space N, 0 < A(t) < 1, 
and let M denote the multiplication by eit on L2(N). Then: 
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(4 If 
v M”r(A~2(w 0 ww9)I = <AJqN)), lZEZ 
n M-“C@ww 0 <~~2(N))I = (Oh (5.2.1) 
TkfZ+ 
there exists an analytic outer function (N, Q, B(X)} (see [5, Chap. V, 
no. 21) SUCA t/rat 
A(t) = [B(Ct)* B(eit)]l12 a.e. (5.2.2) 
there exists an analytic * -outevfunction {Qy; , I?, B*(h)) (see [S, Chap. V, 
no. 2-J) such that 
A(t) = [B*(eit) B*(eit)“]l12 a.e. (5.2.4) 
Proof. The case (CL*) reduces to the case (a) if we replace M by 
M-l and N by M-lN. Thus it is sufficient to prove the case (a). To 
this aim let us set 
Then, by virtue of (5.2.1), we have 
<AL2(N)> = @ MnQ, {AL2(N)) @ (AH2(N)> = @ M --n--1Q, 
TEZ TZEZ, 
thus also 
(AH2(N)) = @ M”Q, 
TZEZ+ 
whence 
,?, M”<AfJ2(W = W. 
+ 
The representation (5.2.2) is now directly given by [S, Chap. V, 
Proposition 4.21. 
5.3. We are now in a position to prove the following. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let Y(t) be the (strongly) measurable function 
with values contraction operators from N- to N+ yielded (as indicated 
in no. 5.1) by a discrete Lax-Phillips framework. Then there exist two 
anaZytic contractive functions {P, N- , B(X)} and {N+ , P, , B,(X)) 
such that: 
(j3) B(h) is *-outer and 
1 - 9(t)* Y(t) = B(e?) qey* ae., 
(/3.J B,(X) is outer and 
1 - Y(t) Y(t)* = B,(eit)* B,(eit) a.e. 
Proof. For (/3) we apply Lemma 4(01,) to A(t) = By(t) , noticing 
that with this choice (5.2.3) results from (5.1.7) and the fact that 
Q = WP. Analogously (/3.+) results from Lemma 4(a), applied to 
A(t) = D9tt)*, because also in this case one can verify that (5.1.8) 
implies (5.2.1), and that Q* = WP, . 
5.4. Let us denote by 4, $.+ , Y, Y.+ the Fourier representations 
corresponding to M(L) and U, , M(L,) and lJ,* , M(P) and U, , 
M(P,) and UPC, respectively (see no. 4.2). Then by virtue of (4.2.2) 
and (4.2.3) the operators 
are the multiplications on 
LV), L2(L), L”P*) 
with analytic contractive functions 
6% L* > WL Pi p, a(q? P* 9 L* , ~‘(a 
respectively (see [5, Chap. V, Lemma 3.11). Moreover, by virtue of 
(4.2.4), G!(h) is *-inner and S?(h) is inner (see [5, Chap. V, no. 21). 
Let us now try to identify the operator !J’.$Y--l. To this purpose 
we must first determine Y and Y’, . Therefore we first remark that 
by virtue of Proposition 4, there exist operator-valued functions 
w(t) and w.+(t) such that 
Dstt) = w(t) B(eit)*, (a.e.) (5.4.1) 
the values of which are isometries from P to N- and P, to N+ , 
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respectively. Since the operators of multiplication by w(t), resp. w*(t), 
defined on 
LZ(P) = <B*LyNJ), 
are plainly with values in 
L2(N-), 
resp. L2(P,) = <B,L2(iV+)) 
resp. L*(N+), 
it is easy to verify that the functions w and w* are (strongly) 
measurable. On the other hand, by (5.1.7) and (5.4.1) we have 
WM(P) = {O] 0 w(B*L2(NJ) 
and 
WV+(P) = (0) @ w((B*L*(N-)) 0 (B*[L2(N-)@ H2(N-)I)). 
But, since B(h) is *-outer, we obtain 
(B*L2(NJ) = L2(P) 
and 
B*L2(N-) 0 B*[L2(NJ 0 H2(NJ] = L2(P) 0 [L2(P) 0 W(P)] = N2(P); 
consequently we can conclude that 
WM(P) = (0) @ wL2(P), 
WM+(P) = (0) @ wH2(P). 
(5.4.2) 
For u ELM let us define KU E L2(P) by 
0 @ WU = w?i=‘(KU). 
By (5.4.2), K is a unitary operator such that 
KH“yP) = H2(P). 
Since, obviously, K commutes with the multiplication by eit on L2(P), 
by [5, Chap. V, Lemma 3.21, we can conclude that K is the multi- 
plication by a certain unitary operator K,, on P. Replacing B(X) by 
W) ~0 * (for any 1 h 1 < 1) we can suppose that Kg = I (on P) hence 
K = I (on L2(P)). Therefore we can supplement (5.4.2) with 
0 @ wu. = w-4 (24 E L2(P)). (5.4.3) 
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In a similar manner we can obtain 
WM(P*) = {(-Dy*v) @ y*v: v E w*P(P*)}, (54.4) 
WPwP*) 0 J,f+(P*)I = i(--Dy*v) 0 y*v: v E w*Lw*) 0 fv,)]}, 
and 
(-Dsp~w*u+J @ Y*w,u, = W!++ (u EP(P*)). (5.4.5) 
For UEL~(P), set ur = WU. Then, by (5.1.5) and (5.1.8), we have 
P&(0 0 ul) = Yw- @ Dspw- for some w- EL2(NJ, 
p$&p,,(O @ ul) = (-Dy*w+) @ Y*w+ 
(5.4.6) 
for some w+ oLz(N+), 
where 
9w- - D+w+ = 0, Dspw- $ Y*w, = ul, 
whence 
W ,. = D&w, + YY*w, = D+Yw- $ Yu, - 9’Dgw- = Yu, . 
By virtue of (5.4.3), (5.4.5), and (5.4.6) we can also express the above 
result in the form 
Y,~Z?PU = Y*P$,*,Y-L = Y* w-lwP$(p*) w-llVYJ-lu 
1 y w-lp” wYMcP,j WY’% = Y, W-1[(-D9,9%,) @ Y*sPu,] 
= (wl)* 924, = (w*)*?YcIJu (u ELZ(P)), 
i.e., YPJY-r is the operator (from L2(P) to L2(P,)) given by the 
multiplication by the (strongly measurable) operator-valued function 
%d(t) = W&)* y(t) w(t) (t E [O, 24). (5.4.7) 
5.5. We can now conclude with the following. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let 9&(t) be the (strongly measurable) function 
with values contraction operators from P to P, yielded (as indicated in 
no. 5.4) by a discrete Lax-Phillips framework. Then a.e. on [O, &T), 
9&(t) enjoys the property 
I/ %d(t) *o 11 < 1: *o 11 for all u. E P, uo + 0. (5.5.1) 
Moreover, there exist three analytic contractive functions 
G p, WV}, P* > L* > g(4) and {L, L, , O(h)) 
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such that 
a?(h) is *-inner, Q’(4 is inner, (55.2) 
9&(t) = i8(eit)* O(eit) GZ(eit)* a.e. (5.5.3) 
and a.e. 
ker 6Y(eit) = ker De,(ettj ,
ker a(eit)* = ker DBceit,* .
(5.5.4) 
Proof. Let U(h), a(h), and O(X) represent the analytic operator- 
valued functions introduced at the beginning of no. 5.4; thus (5.5.2) 
is automatically satisfied. On the other hand from (4.2.5) and (4.2.6) 
we deduce for the operators @, SP, and Ox, given by the multi- 
plication on L2(P), L2(P,), and L2(L) by Q!(eil), a(eil), and O(eil) 
respectively, the following relations. 
ker LPI” = ker ‘Y&-r = ker A+-l 
similarly 
and finally also 
= 4 ker A = 4 ker D, = $ ker($-lD,,$) 
= 4 ker(D,,+) = ker D,, ; 
ker(SJ”)* = ker D,,,,, , 
(5.5.5) 
(5.5.6) 
YJY-1 = YJ?*OA*F = (~‘“)*&O~-l(GL!~)* = (@)* Or(Olz)*. (5.5.7) 
From (5.5.5)-(5.5.7) we can easily infer, by a standard technique 
of localization (since the Hilbert spaces involved are separable), the 
relations (5.5.3) and (5.5.4). Finally, (5.5.1) follows in the same way 
from (4.1.5). 
5.6. It should be noticed that the function O(X) coincides with 
the characteristic function of the contraction T occurring in the 
discrete Lax-Phillips framework (see [5, Chapt. VI, nos. l-3]), 
while the function Y(t) coincides with the scattering function of the 
coupling of the unitary operators U/R and U/R, (see [l]). 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF A DISCRETE LAX-PHILLIPS FRAMEWORK 
6.1. Let Y(t) p re resent a (strongly) measurable function on 
[O, 27~), the values of which are contraction operators from some 
Hilbert space N- into (perhaps) another N+ . Let us suppose that 
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Y(t)enjoys the properties (/3) and (p.+) in Proposition 4 and that the 
function YP,Jt) defined by (5.4.1) and (5.4.7) enjoys all the properties 
given in Proposition 5. 
Let us set 
K,, = X @ ker DBz, X = L2(N+) @ (DyL2(N-)>, (6.1.1) 
where we use a notation identical with that already used in Section 5. 
Let us define U, as the operator of multiplication by eil on K, (i.e., 
on every component of K,). 
The argument leading to (5.4.2) also shows that we have 
coL2(P) = (DspL2(NJ) 
w&~P,) = @,L2(N+)). 
(6.1.2) 
Therefore we can define the operator 2 from L2(L) in K,, by 
zz = 0 @ CLJGPZ @ [I - (a?)* aq I (1 ELZ(L)). (6.1.3) 
Plainly 2 is an operator intertwining ML with U, ;3 moreover, the 
first statement in (5.5.2) implies that 2 is an isometry. 
Let us now define D- and D, by relations similar to (5.1.6), i.e., 
D, = fJ2W+) 0 {OlO KG 
D- = (9% @ D@:v ELM@ H"(N-)) e(O). 
(6.1.4) 
Then it is plain that 
D, I ZL2(L); (6.1.5) 
moreover we can supplement (6.1.5) with 
D- 1 Z-H'(L). (6.1.6) 
Indeed if v ELM 0 H2(NJ and I E Hz(L) then 
(9% @DC/ @ 0,ZZ) = (Dye), &PZ) = (9*v, GPZ) = 0, 
where we used (5.4.1) and the fact that 
9f'*[L2(N-) 0 fP(NJ] CL2(P)@ IP(P), !2TP(L)CH2(P). 
s For a Hilbert space Q, MQ will denote the multiplication by eit on L2(Q). 
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Let us now remark that 
(@“)*[I - syP)*]L2(L*) c [I - (a?)* @]L2(L), 
II @*[I - ~‘“(~“>*I I* II2 = II I* II2 - II( I* II2 v* cL2(L*0 
(6.1.7) 
Indeed, if I, EL~(L.+), then I,’ = [I - .!JP(sP)*] I, E ker(SP)* so 
that by (5.5.4), I,’ E ker D z +. But then (@)*Z, E ker D,, = 
kerGS! x = [I----Q?) a]L(Lrb x*x 2 ecause of (5.5.2) and (5.5.3). This 
proves the first relation (6.1.7). For the second one, we notice that 
W)*~*’ II2 = II 4c’ II2 (b ecause I,’ E ker Dlea)*) and 
II I*’ /I2 = ([I- ~z(~z)*l 2, > I*) = II I* II2 - II@@?* I II2 
(because I - SP(SP)* is an orthogonal projection). Using (6.1.2) 
and the first relation (6.1.7) we can define the operator 2, from 
L2(L,) in K,, by 
z*z* = (-Dy*w*(L?P)* I,) @ Y*w*(sq* I, 
0 (@)*[I - Li@q?“)*] I, (I* EL2(L*))* (6.1.8j 
By virtue of the second relation (6.1.7), 2, is an isometry, which 
plainly intertwines ML, with U, . Moreover we have 
D- I .W2(L+J, 
D, I -Z&2(-L) 0 H2(Ld1. 
(6.1.9) 
Indeed we have, for any v E L2(N-) and I, E L2(L,), 
(9% @D.vv @0,.&Z,) = -(Yv,Dgw+@")* I*) +(D~v,Y*w,(~'")* I*) 
=((YDy - D~,9')v,w&?P)* I*) = 0; 
thus we have verified the first relation (6.1.9). For the second one, 
we take u E H2(N+) and I, EL~(L+.) @ H2(L,) and remark that 
(u @ 0 @0,.&Z,) = -(u,Dyew&P)* Z*) = -(B,u,(9")* I,) = 0 
because of (5.4.1) and the analyticity of B,(h) and a(h). 
Finally we supplement the orthogonality properties (6.1.5), (6.1.6), 
and (6.1.9) with the following. 
Z*[L2(L*) 0 ff2(L*)1 J- Zff2W). (6.1.10) 
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Indeed if I, ELM @ H2(L,) and 1 E H2(L), then 
(Z*Z* , ZZ) = (Y*w*(@)* 1, ) &~Z) 
+ ((@)“[I - L?qGP)*] I, , [I - (a=)* CP] 1) 
= (I, ) zP9&&?Z) + ([I - (cP)* a~](@~)*[1 - SyiP)“] I, ) Z) 
= (E, ) c2i@(~~)*o~(a~)* LPZ) + ((@“)*[I - sq@)*] I, ) I) 
= ([(a=)* 6P(o”)*~qP)* + (&)*[I - sP(LzP)*] I, ) 1) 
= ((@a)* 1, , I) = (I,, @“I) = 0, 
where we used (5.5.3), (6.1.7), the fact that (US)*@ and ~z(~z)* are 
orthogonal projections and that O(h) is analytic. 
6.2. After the preceding preliminaries we are in a position to 
define a discrete Lax-Phillips framework. Namely we define (see 
(6.1.10)) 
H = Kl 0 ~Z*Lw*)O ff2(L*)1 0 ZH”(L)), 
K = v lJ,“H, 
nsz 
T = P$W,IH, U = UJK. 
Then, by virtue of (6.1.5), (6.1.6), and (6.1.9), 
(6.2.1) 
D,v D-CH. (6.2.2) 
On the other hand (6.1.4) shows that 
uD,CD, > U-ID- C D- , 
so that 
T/D, = U/D, and T*/D- = U-l/D- (6.2.3) 
are isometries; thus properties (hl) and (h2) in no. 2.3 are satisfied. 
Moreover, the property (h3) in no. 2.3 results readily from (6.2.3) 
and the definition (6.1.4). Now let El* be defined as in (2.3.1). Then 
from (6.1.4) we can readily infer that 
H+ = L2(N+) 0 @IO K% 
H- = (9% @ Dyv: v EF(NJ} @ (0). 
NOW, by virtue of (6.1.5) and (6.1.9) we have 
H+ I ZLYL), H- _L Z,L2(L,). 
(6.2.4) 
(6.2.5) 
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Finally from (5.5.2) and (6.1.2) we can easily infer 
K, = H+ @ ZL2(L) = K @ Z,L2(L*). (6.2.6) 
6.3. We shall now prove that 
& = Z&“&o)0 H2bLoll 0 K 0 zJJ2&), (6.3.1) 
where 
L, = (I, EL: ox(h) z. s o>, L,, = (I,, EL, : g(A)* Z,, 3 O}. (6.3.2) 
It is clear, by applying the definition of H in (6.2.1), that (6.3.1) and 
(6.3.2) directly result from 
H @ ZH2(L) = K+ @ ZH2(L,) (6.3.3) 
and 
-GP(L,) 0 H2tL,)1 0 H = -G[L2(L,,) 0 H2&.,)1 0 K-3 (6.34 
where we set 
K- = v U-“H. 
nEZ+ 
Moreover, since the proof of (6.3.4) can be modeled after that of 
(6.3.3) it will be sufficient to verify (6.3.3). 
To this aim, let us note first that 
so that 
[H @ ZH2(L)] 0 K+ C ZH2(L) 
[H @ ZH2(L)] 0 K+ = ZG, 
where G is a subspace of Hz(L) invariant under (MJH”(L))*. More- 
over, since H- C K+ and ZG C ZL2(L) 1 H+ (see (6.2.5)), we have, 
by (6.1.1), (6.2.4), and (5.5.4), 
ZG C (0) @ (0) @ ker D,, = (0) @ (0) 0 ker @, 
hence 
But for 
G C {I E Hz(L): 0PZ = O}. 
g(X) = C 0, E G 
nEZ+ 
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the result is that 
WLIfwN * m = ( 1 /miG) - all 
also belongs to G thus a(h) g, = 0, i.e., g, EL, . Continuing in this 
way we can verify step by step that all the coefficients g, (n E 2,) 
belong to L,, . Consequently 
G C H2(L,). (6.3.5) 
On the other hand, by virtue of (5.5.4) and (5.5.2), we can easily 
infer that 
ZP2(4J 0 fJ2&)1 c Z*[L2(L*) 0 H2(L*)1, 
so that if h E H, I E H2(L,), and n E 2, , we will have 
(6.3.6) 
(Uvz, ZZ) = (h, iFZ1) = (h, ZM;~Z) = (h, .zEJg$ OHZ(L,)M-~z) = 0, 
which shows that 
ZH2(L,) C [H @ ZH2(L)] @ K, = ZG, i.e., H2(&,) C G. 
This inclusion together with (6.3.5) yields (6.3.3). 
6.4. We are now in a position to prove that 
R=H-, R, = H+ (6.4.1) 
and, thus by Lemma 3, Twill also satisfy the property (h4) in no. 2.3. 
We shall prove only the second relation (6.4.1), as the first one can 
be proved in a similar manner. First, we remark that by virtue of 
(6.3.3), we have 
K+ = H @ ZH2(L QL,,); 
thus, by (3.2.1), 
K = R, @ ZL2(L@L,). (6.4.2) 
Since it is obvious that R* 1 H+ , (6.2.6), (6.3.1), and (6.4.2) give 
GW2Ww) 0 H2Cw)1 0 (R+ 0 H+) 0 f-f+ 0 zL2(L OG,) CD ZH2(-&) 
= H+ @ ZL2(L) = H+ @ ZL2(L @Lo) @ ZL2(L,), 
whence 
ZJ~2&o) 0 ff”hdI 0 (R, 0 H+) = -W2(4,) 0 fWd1, 
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where both spaces are invariant under U-1 and 
n ~-“.wyGJ 0 H2(4J1 = {Oh 
7kEZ+ 
n ~-“Ki@2(L,) 0 ~2G+d 0 (% 0 H+)> = R, 0 ff+ . 
WGZ, 
As a result, R, 0 H+ = (0). 
6.5. Finally by virtue of Proposition 1, the Lax-Phillips scattering 
operator S is the restriction to R of P,“, , considered as operator from 
R to R, . By virtue of (6.2.4) and (6.4.1), we can infer that S is 
the operator 
from 
s(9v~D~v@o)==9v~o@o (6.5.1) 
R = (9% @ Dgv @ 0: v EF(NJ} (6.5.2) 
to 
Clearly 
~+(v+0000) =v+ and d-(9%- @ D@- 0 0) = v- (v* ELM) 
are Fourier representations for R, , D, and R, D- respectively. It is 
also plain that (b+S$= r is the multiplication byY(t) as operator from 
LZ(N-) to L2(N+). 
We can conclude with the following. 
PROPOSITION 6. In order that a (strongly) measurable function 
Y(t), the values of which are contraction operators from N- to N+ , 
should be yielded by a discrete Lax-Phillips framework (as indicated in 
no. 5.1) it is necessary and suficient that Y(t) enjoy the properties (p), 
(p.+) in Proposition 4 and that the corr-esponding function Yred(t) should 
enjoy all the properties given in Proposition 5. 
It is clear that this proposition yields a characterization of all 
scattering operators occurring in the Lax-Phillips framework. For 
convenience the functions 9’(t) characterized by Proposition 6 will 
be called in the sequel scattering functions. 
6.6. It is worth noting that in Proposition 6 the property (5.5.1) 
of Yred(t) is redundant, since (5.5.1) is a consequence of the property 
(p) in Proposition 4. 
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Indeed, if for a t E [0,2~) satisfying (5.4.1) we have 
11 %ed@) uo 11 = 11 uo 11 for some u. E P, 
then for v,, = w(t) u,, we have Dstf)vo = 0. Thus vug 1 D,(,$V- = 
w(t) B(@)*. But, since B(h) is *-outer we have 
(D,(,)N-) = (w(t) B(eit)* iV_) = w(t) P (a.e.). 
Thus, if t is outside a set CIO, 27) of Lebesgue measure 0 (independent 
of u,,) we have ZI,, 1 v,, , z+, = 0, u. = 0. 
7. SCALAR SCATTERING FUNCTIONS 
7.1. Let us consider the case when the function O(A), occurring 
in the characterization (given in Proposition 6) of the scattering 
functions, is scalar. Then Y(t), G!(X), and 9?(X) are also scalar 
functions. By virtue of Szego’s classical theorem the properties (/I), 
(p.+) in Proposition 4 are equivalent to the statement 
log(l - 1 9yt)l”) EL1 (see [5, Chap. III, no. 11). (7.1.1) 
Then the functions B(X) and B,(X) in the same proposition coincide 
with the outer analytical function 
b(h) = exp [&12”$-$$ log(1 - 1~(~12)1/2dt] (1 h 1 < 1). (7.1.2) 
Consequently 
y&d(t) = [b(eit)2/1 b(eit)12] y(t) (ax.). 
Therefore if we set q(X) = a(A) G’(A), the property (5.5.3) in 
Proposition 5 has the form 
O(eit)q(eit)* = b(eit)2 1 b(eit)l-2 9(t) (a.e.). (7.1.3) 
If 
w = P(4 3x4 (I ‘I I -=E I> 
is the canonical factorization of O(h) into its inner factor p(h) and its 
outer factor YO(A) (see [5, Chap. III, no. l]), (7.1.3) yields 
1 x(eit)l = 1 Y(t)1 (a.e.). (7.1.4) 
5w19/3-7 
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Again by Szego’s theorem we must have 
log 1 Y(t)/ ELI. (7.1.5) 
We can now easily infer the following. 
PROPOSITION 7. In order that a measurable scalar function Y(t), 
such that ] Y(t)/ < 1 a.e., should satisfy the conditions, given in 
Proposition 6, with a scalar analytic function O(h), it is necessary and 
suficient that 9’(t) enjoy the properties (7.1 .l) and (7.1.5) and that 
moreover if 9@) and Yl(h) are the outer analytic functions satisfying 
I %(eiV = I ~“(9l, j q(eit)l = I - j 9(t)12 (ae.), (7.1.6) 
then 
Y(t) -. Lqt?y 
q(eit) ( q(eit)j 
=p(ei”> (ae) 
q(ezt) * * 
(7.1.7) 
for some inner analytic functions p(h) and q(h). 
7.2. Let us remark that the condition that O(h) should be scalar 
is equivalent to the fact that the contraction T in the discrete Lax- 
Phillips framework, in which 9’(t) occurs (as indicated in no. 5.1), 
enjoys the property 
rank(1- T*T) = rank(1 - TT*) = 1. (7.2.1) 
Indeed, O(X) is in this case the characteristic function of T and the 
preceding statement results directly from [5, Chap. VI, nos. 2-31. 
7.3. Let 9’(t) b e a scalar measurable function enjoying all the 
properties given in Proposition 7. Then if we set 
Q(t) = [$q’** 
-q(eit) b(&)* 
I @m> ’ 
(7.3.1) 
where 0, q, and b are given by (7.1.2), (7.1.3), (7.1.6), and (7.1.7), 
we have 
Q(t)* Q(t) = I = Q(t) Q(t)* a.e. (7.3.2) 
If moreover 9(t) is of the form s(eit)* with an analytic scalar function 
s(h) [which happens if and only if in the discrete Lax-Phillips frame- 
work, corresponding (in the sense of Sect. 6) to Y(t), one has 
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D, 1 D-!] it is clear -that Q(t)* is analytic (i.e., Q(t)* = U(@) a.e. 
for an analytic matrix valued function U(X), 1 h 1 < 1) and represents 
a Darlington synthesis (as defined in [3]; see also [2]) of s(eit). 
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